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Theory suggests that speciation with gene flow is most likely when both sexual

and ecological selection are divergent or disruptive. Divergent sexual and

natural selection on the visual system have been demonstrated before in sym-

patric, morphologically similar sister species of Lake Victoria cichlids, but this

does not explain the subtle morphological differences between them. To inves-

tigate the significance of natural selection on morphology during speciation,

we here ask whether the prevalence of disruptive ecological selection differs

between sympatric sister species that are at different stages of speciation.

Some of our species pairs do (Pundamilia) and others do not (Neochromis)

differ distinctively in sexually selected male nuptial coloration. We find that

(i) evidence for disruptive selection, and for evolutionary response to it, is

prevalent in traits that are differentiated between sister species; (ii) prevalence

of both predicts the extent of genetic differentiation; and (iii) genetic differen-

tiation is weaker in species pairs with conserved male nuptial coloration. Our

results speak to the existence of two different mechanisms of speciation with

gene flow: speciation mainly by sexual selection tightly followed by ecological

character displacement in some cases and speciation mainly by divergent

ecological selection in others.
1. Introduction
Ecological speciation is the process by which adaptation to different ecological

niches results in reproductively isolated sister species. This can, in principle,

occur in a range of geographical settings [1–3]. Yet, despite much interest,

and despite an abundance of evidence for allopatric and parapatric incipient

species, compelling examples of ecological speciation that is robust to sympatry,

are not very many [4–6] and are concentrated in few taxonomic groups [1,5].

Because return to sympatry of sister species during or soon after speciation is

of fundamental importance for the rate of species accumulation [7], understand-

ing causes of variation in evolution and persistence of early stage species

differentiation in sympatry is of critical importance.

There are many possible explanations for the relative rarity of ecological

speciation that is robust to sympatry, henceforth referred to as sympatry-robust

speciation. We define sympatry-robust speciation as when early stages of species

differentiation (i.e. incipient speciation) persist in narrow sense sympatry (i.e.

within the same habitat). This is distinct from the much more often studied,

and probably more widespread parapatric ecotype formation where divergence

is contingent upon occupation of spatially discrete non-overlapping habitats,

such as between lake and stream ecotypes of fish. However, in contrast to sympa-

tric speciation, our definition of sympatry-robust speciation does not require that

the divergence process has begun in sympatry. So, why is it relatively rare? First,

whereas divergent selection between allopatric or parapatric populations occupy-

ing different habitats may be common, disruptive selection in sympatry may be

rare. When individuals in a population can exploit more than one type of resource

without experiencing strong performance trade-offs, generalist strategies may be
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favoured [8]. When distinct resources require very different

adaptations and when a population is sufficiently narrow in

its resource use such that individuals cannot tap into alterna-

tive resource types even though such exist, the population

will not experience disruptive selection either. We refer to

both cases as ‘lack of disruptive selection’ scenarios.

Second, even when individuals within populations do

experience performance trade-offs, ecological speciation may

still not occur or not be sympatry-robust because populations

may escape the fitness trough by mechanisms of adaptation

that do not require reproductive isolation. These include,

first, the evolution of ecological dimorphism between the

sexes [9], favoured when there are no developmental or eco-

logical constraints on phenotypic divergence of the sexes.

Second, evolution of a major effect gene with dominance (Men-

delian switch) where every genotype resides under one of the

alternative fitness optima (suggestive examples are Pyrenestes
finches [10], scale eating cichlids [11] and the mimicry poly-

morphic butterfly Heliconius numata [12]). Third, the

evolution of adaptive phenotypic plasticity [13], favoured

when reliable environmental cues meet a low cost of plasticity

[8]. In all of these cases, phenotypic adaptation is possible

despite free gene flow. We refer to these scenarios collectively

as ‘adaptation without speciation’ scenarios.

Finally, when a population does experience disruptive

ecological selection and when none of sexual dimorphism,

Mendelian switches nor adaptive plasticity can evolve to

dissipate this selection, adaptation cannot occur unless assorta-

tive mating evolves because random mating and recombination

will destroy linkage disequilibria between physically unlinked

genes favoured by selection because together they generate

alternatively adapted phenotypes. We refer to this as the

‘failed adaptation scenario’.

Any and all of these scenarios may contribute to the rarity

of sympatry-robust speciation. Constraints to the evolution

and maintenance of linkage disequilibria against gene flow is

classically thought to be the main reason for the rarity of

sympatric speciation in the strict sense [14] and may also

explain the rarity of species persistence upon early return to

sympatry when reproductive isolation is still incomplete.

Theory suggests that such speciation is possible though and

is most likely when both ecological and sexual selection are

divergent and synergistically interact, which may facilitate

the evolution of assortative mating [2,15–18]. In this paper,

we begin to test predictions of some of these hypothetical

explanations for variation in the extent of sympatry-robust

speciation among Lake Victoria cichlid fish.

African cichlid fish are a textbook example of adaptive

radiation, and speciation without geographical isolation

occurred in approximately half of the lakes where these fish

reside [19]. Adaptive radiation is especially prevalent in the

haplochromine group, where even very young sister species

can often coexist in sympatry despite gene flow [20,21].

However, haplochromine lineages vary in their extent of

diversification, and replicate cases of speciation within the

same lineage vary in the extent of species differentiation

evolved or maintained in sympatry. In Lake Victoria,

replicate cases of sympatric phenotypic polymorphisms, inci-

pient and sister species persist to date at various stages of

differentiation, representing different stages of sympatry-

robust speciation [20,22]. Here we investigate whether

differences in present day ecological selection regimes help

explain some of this within-lineage variation.
We studied selection in seven assemblages of phenotypi-

cally variable populations of rock-dwelling cichlids that differ

in the extent of phenotypic, ecological and genetic differen-

tiation: two genetically panmictic, but phenotypically

variable populations and five pairs of sympatric incipient

and sibling species that range from weak to strong, albeit

incomplete reproductive isolation [20,22,23]. In the following,

we refer to them collectively as ‘form pairs’. We ask whether

variation in the extent of differentiation among these form

pairs may be explained by variation in the form and

prevalence of ecological selection.

One way of estimating ecological selection on variable phe-

notypes is by inferring phenotypic fitness surfaces from the

relationship between trait values and a fitness proxy [24]. In

fish, individual variation in growth rate is an often-used surro-

gate measure of fitness variation [25–28]. Individual growth

rate variation within populations of fish tends to be highly posi-

tively correlated with food intake, and although growth rate is

not strictly a fitness component, faster growth has several posi-

tive fitness consequences [29] such as higher survival due to

predation avoidance by gape-limited predators [30], earlier

breeding [31] and higher fecundity [32]. For Lake Victoria

cichlids, higher growth rate can additionally provide advan-

tages in foraging, territoriality and mate choice. Larger males

may have an advantage in male territorial competition [33]

that can result in higher quality territories [34,35], the latter

being crucial for feeding and male reproductive success [35].

In this study, we (i) ask whether present day disruptive

selection acts on those traits that differ between sympatric

forms, and hence if these differences could have evolved

under disruptive selection, and (ii) test the hypothesis that

differences between replicate pairs in the prevalence of disrup-

tive selection explains variation in the extent of phenotypic and

genetic differentiation between sympatric forms.

Male nuptial coloration is strongly differentiated between

forms in three of our replicate form pairs, where it is associated

with divergent female preferences, assortative mating and

genome-wide differentiation. Conspicuous differences in male

coloration are lacking and behavioural assortative mating,

measured in the laboratory, is absent in the other four. Before

we outline the methods, we introduce the study system and

the sympatric form pairs.

(a) Study system
Haplochromine cichlid fish in Lake Victoria have diversified

into more than 500 endemic species [36] mostly within the

past 15 000 years [37]. Lake Victoria haplochromines have

strongly sexually dimorphic coloration with colorful males

and cryptic females [38]. Male coloration in these fish is

under sexual selection by female mate choice [35] and male–

male competition [33,39], and is important in the evolution of

behavioural reproductive isolation and speciation in many

cases [23,40,41]. With few exceptions, closely related species

have similar ecologies (i.e. they belong to the same trophic

and habitat guilds), but they are rarely ecologically identical,

which is reflected in subtle differences in morphology [42].

(b) Species complexes
We studied four sympatric form pairs in the genus Pundamilia at

the islands of Luanso, Kissenda, Python and Makobe, and three

sympatric form pairs in the genus Neochromis at the islands of

Bihiru, Igombe and Makobe, all in southeastern Lake Victoria

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. Map of Lake Victoria and the Mwanza Gulf indicating sampling sites, and the seven form pairs at different stages of speciation. Half blue and red circles
indicate islands where the Pundamilia pairs occur, the half blue and half black rectangles indicates the occurrence of the Neochromis pairs. Genomic divergence is
based on RAD tag FST-values from Meier et al. [20] and Brawand et al. [43], and on microsatellites FST-values from Seehausen et al. [23] and Magalhaes et al. [22].
Asterisks indicates a significant FST-value.
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(figure 1). Morphologically similar sympatric species of Punda-
milia (P. pundamilia and P. nyererei at Makobe, P. sp. pundamilia-

like and P. sp. nyererei-like at Python and Kissenda [20]) differ

strikingly in male nuptial coloration and species-specific

female mating preferences are based on these differences [44].

By contrast, the colour differentiation in the Neochromis form

pairs is less distinct but they are more distinct ecologically

and in their associated dentition and tooth morphology [22].

Whereas both sympatric Pundamilia species feed mostly on

insects and zooplankton (albeit at different proportions) and

have nearly identical tooth morphology, one taxon in each of

the Neochromis pairs scrapes algae from rocks and possesses

many rows of densely spaced bicuspid teeth, while the sister

taxon has more widely spaced unicuspid teeth and feeds

mainly on cyanobacteria in less sunlit habitats [22]. The Neochro-
mis species do not differ conspicuously in male coloration and

do not mate assortatively in laboratory mate choice trials

(O. Selz & O. Seehausen 2016, unpublished data), yet their gen-

etic differentiation at two of our islands [22] is comparable with

that between the Pundamilia species at Kissenda, Python and

Makobe Islands [20,23] (figure 1).

We expect that, in the absence of evidence for behavioural

assortative mating and no obvious divergent sexual selection,

disruptive ecological selection should be more prevalent in

Neochromis than in Pundamilia taxon pairs to permit a similar

extent of genomic differentiation. In both genera, we sampled

form pairs at different stages of differentiation [20,22,23]

(figure 1; electronic supplementary material, appendix S1).
2. Material and methods
(a) Study sites
Fish were collected from six different islands in the Mwanza and

Speke Gulfs of the southern Lake Victoria: Luanso, Kissenda,
Python, Makobe, Igombe and Bihiru (figure 1). For details on

the habitat at these islands, see [22,23,44] (electronic supplemen-

tary material, appendix S2). All fish were collected during the

autumn of 2014, except for Neochromis at Igombe and Bihiru

islands that were collected in the autumn of 2005.

For the calculation of fitness surfaces, we measured only males:

51 Pundamilia from Luanso, 228 from Kissenda, 170 from Python,

144 from Makobe, 62 Neochromis from Bihiru, 38 from Igombe and

195 from Makobe (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

Where sample sizes of the sympatric forms were uneven (due to

differences in abundance and catchability), we subsampled the indi-

viduals of the more numerous species (P. nyererei at Makobe Island

and P. sp. nyererei-like at Python and Kissenda Islands) down to 10

or 25 fish per 2 m depth interval, respectively, for Makobe or Python

and Kissenda. For the other species, we used all fish available. We

measured only males because females are difficult to identify with

confidence between incipient species, and impossible to identify

to colour morphs at Luanso Island.

(b) Morphological measurements
We measured 14 established, ecologically relevant morphometric

distances using a digital caliper [45]: standard length (SL), body

depth (BD), head width (HW), head length (HL), snout width

(SnW) and length (SnL), lower jaw width (LJW) and length

(LJL), eye depth (EyD) and length (EyL), cheek depth (ChD),

pre-orbital depth (POD) and width (POW) and inter-orbital

width (IOW). We log-transformed and size-corrected all of them.

We also counted the number of tooth rows in the upper oral jaw

(Rows) and the number of teeth in the outermost tooth row of

the upper oral jaw (Teethnr). We calculated the percentage of uni-

cuspid (% Uni), bicuspid (% Bi) and tricuspid (% Tri) teeth among

the teeth in the outermost row of the upper oral jaw (electronic

supplementary material, appendix S3).

(c) Stable isotopes
As a measure of trophic ecology and to ask if selection would act

directly on trophic ecology, we analysed stable isotope ratios of

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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d13C, indicating relative importance of benthic versus limnetic

carbon sources [46], and d15N, indicating relative trophic position

[47]. The d15N signature of consumers are typically enriched with

3–4‰ with each trophic level while the d13C signatures are not

affected by trophic level or only slightly enriched (d13C , 0.1

‰ [48]) (electronic supplementary material, appendix S4).

(d) Fitness proxy
We estimated the age of individuals by counting the number of

scale circuli of one scale for each specimen (electronic sup-

plementary material, appendix S5). Scale circuli are bony rims

which are added to the interior margin of each scale as the fish

grows [49]. In young juveniles, these circuli are created on a

daily basis but the deposition rate decreases as the fish becomes

older [50,51]. The number of scale circuli is correlated with age

[51]. We conducted a growth experiment in the laboratory

using first generation laboratory-bred P. pundamilia from

Makobe to verify our age estimate; number of scale circuli was

signficantly positively correlated with age (r ¼ 0.26, p ¼ 0.04;

electronic supplementary material, appendix S5 and figure S1).

To estimate individual growth rates, we performed pooled

within-group regressions (species and islands) of the log-trans-

formed SL against the number of circuli (age), the residuals of

these regressions were used as estimates of growth rate. Our

growth rate estimate showed a significant positive correlation

with actual growth rate measured in our growth experiment

(r ¼ 0.59, p , 0.001; electronic supplementary material, appendix

S5 and figure S1). To estimate growth rates of individuals in the

phenotypically variable but genetically panmictic populations at

Luanso and Bihiru Islands, and for individuals of intermediate

phenotype from other islands, we performed within island

regressions, including all fish from one form pair of this island

(electronic supplementary material, figure S2).

(e) Selection analyses
To estimate the form and strength of selection on morphological

and ecological traits (water depth utilization and the two stable iso-

topes), standardized growth rate residuals and trait residuals were

used to obtain selection gradients using a range of different

methods. First, we estimated directional, correlational and quadra-

tic selection for ecological traits (water depth, d13C and d15N) and

for morphological traits using the ordinary least-squares regression

approach of Lande & Arnold [24] and doubled the quadratic

regression coefficients [52] (see electronic supplementary material,

appendix S6 for details on the selection analyses). Because this

method works best for large sample sizes (greater than 500) [53]

that can not be aquired for local cichlid populations in the wild,

we additionally estimated the statistical relationships between indi-

vidual traits and fitness by applying the lm function in R where a

single trait was used as predictor variable and growth rate as the

response variable. The regression coefficients of these models

have to be interpreted with caution because they may represent

either selection gradients or apparent selection gradients due to

genetic, developmental or functional correlation between traits

[24,54]. In these models, disruptive selection is generally indicated

by positive, and stabilizing selection by negative quadratic

coefficients of growth rate on phenotype.

Because fitness surfaces may be more complex [54], poly-

nomial regressions up to the fourth degree were used to test the

relationship between growth rate and each morphological and eco-

logical trait and were estimated using the lm function and plotted

using the predict function in R [55]. The relative goodness of fit of

each model was tested with the AICc statistic. The dAICc was cal-

culated by subtracting the AICc of the linear model from that of the

significant quadratic, 3rd or 4th order model. We considered a

model fitting the data significantly better when dAICc was less

than 22.5 or greater than 2.5, where negative values indicate a
better fit for the linear model (uniform directional selection) and

positive values indicate a better fit for the quadratic, 3rd or 4th

order model (stabilizing or disruptive selection). For data with

multiple or without significant polynomial models, we compared

the linear model with the polynomial model that had the lowest

AICc. More often than not, phenotypic selection works on multiple

traits that may or may not be phenotypically correlated. To control

for effects of phenotypic correlation, we calculated trait correlations

within each island population of every species and reduced the set

of traits to those that were uncorrelated (electronic supplementary

material, figures S3, S4). For example, when trait A correlates with

trait B, and B correlates with trait C, but A and C are not correlated,

we only retained trait B. Among correlated traits, we retained only

the one with the larger regression coefficient. To visualize the

number of individuals on inferred fitness peaks, Kernel density

estimates were plotted with the density function in R. Because

the sample sizes for the different taxon pairs differed between

locations, with rather low (n ¼ 38) sample sizes for the smallest

population, we performed bootstrapping analyses, to check the

loss of power to detect disruptive selection with decreasing samples

size (electronic supplementary material, appendix S6).

Selection might often act on multiple traits simultaneously

[56]. Because we were interested in divergent or disruptive selec-

tion between the sympatric forms, we performed a canonical

analysis and subsequently an eigenanalysis to find the multi-

variate axes of highest quadratic curvature relative to growth

rate. We also fitted project pursuit regressions to each island

assemblage (electronic supplementary material, appendix S6)

[57,58]. Contour plots of fitness as a function of the trait combi-

nations, M matrices and the projection pursuit regression

analyses were visualized as fitness surfaces using the Tps function

in the R package fields.

Finally, evolutionary response to selection was quantified for

traits or trait combinations for which we inferred disruptive

selection. Evolutionary response to disruptive selection, consist-

ent with a role in species divergence, was inferred for a trait or

a combination of traits when (i) at least two fitness peaks, separ-

ated by a valley lower by at least 0.2 than the lower one of the

peaks were occupied by a minimum of three individuals per

peak and when (ii) the majority of the individuals occupying

one fitness peak (greater than or equal to 70%) were from one

species/morph while the majority (greater than or equal to

70%) of individuals occupying the other peak were from the

other species/morph.
3. Results
(a) Divergent morphological and ecological traits
Among the Pundamilia, the morph pair from Luanso Island

showed the least developed trait differentiation with none

of the morphological traits being significantly divergent.

The magnitude of trait divergence was intermediate in the

incipient species pairs of Kissenda and Python Islands. At

Python, nine morphological traits were significantly differen-

tiated, three trait means being more divergent here than in

any of our other Pundamilia pairs. At Kissenda, 12 morpho-

logical traits were significantly differentiated, also here,

three trait means being more divergent here than in any of

our other Pundamilia pairs. The species pair from Makobe

Island showed the greatest magnitude in trait differentiation,

with 10 traits significantly differentiated of which eight show

the largest difference between mean trait values (electronic

supplementary material, appendix S7, table S2).

Among the Neochromis, the morph pair at Bihiru differed

in four traits but none of these differences were larger than in

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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the other Neochromis form pairs. The incipient species pair at

Igombe showed the greatest trait differentiation in six mor-

phological traits of a total of 10 differentiated traits. The

species pair of Makobe has the highest number of differen-

tiated traits (15) and again shows the greatest magnitude in

trait differentiation with eight out of 17 morphological

traits, as well as water depth occupation showing the largest

mean trait difference among all our Neochromis (electronic

supplementary material, appendix S7, table S2).

(b) Selection on individual traits
Using the Lande & Arnold approach, which takes the corre-

lation of traits into account, we found evidence for significant

disruptive selection on two morphological traits (HL and

POW) in the Pundamilia pair at Python Island, and for

one trait (LJW) in Pundamilia at Luanso Island (electronic

supplementary material, table S6). All of these traits are signifi-

cantly differentiated in at least one of the sympatric Pundamilia
form pairs, and all are diverging in the same direction between

the blue and the red forms in all cases (electronic supplemen-

tary material, table S1). For the Neochromis pairs, we found

evidence for significant disruptive selection on one morpho-

logical trait (HL) at Makobe Island and also for one (BD) at

Bihiru Island (electronic supplementary material, table S9).

Both of these traits are significantly differentiated between

several of our Neochromis pairs, but not always in the same

direction (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

In our univariate trait selection analyses, the Pundamilia
form pairs from Luanso, Kissenda and Python, and the Neo-
chromis form pair from Bihiru all show evidence of disruptive

selection on just a few morphological and/or ecological traits.

Only in the Pundamilia pair from Python Island do these traits

correspond to traits that have significantly differentiated trait

means between the two species, and only in one of these

traits there is evidence consistent with an evolutionary

response to this selection (figures 2 and 3; electronic supple-

mentary material, appendix S8, table S3). The Pundamilia
species pair from Makobe and the Neochromis species pairs

from Makobe and Igombe, on the other hand, show consider-

able evidence of disruptive selection on a larger number of

traits (electronic supplementary material, table S3). In these

pairs, we also see greater prevalence of disruptive selection

on traits that are differentiated between sympatric sister

species, and stronger evidence for divergent evolutionary

response (figures 2 and 3; electronic supplementary material,

appendix S8, table S3). Given our measures of genetic differen-

tiation in all seven form pairs (figure 1), it appears from our

univariate selection analysis that a larger number of traits

show signatures of disruptive or apparent disruptive selection

in taxon pairs with stronger genetic differentation then in those

with no or only little genetic differentiation.

(c) Correlational selection
The number of paired trait combinations with evidence for

disruptive selection was none out of 28 for Pundamilia
Luanso, none for Kissenda, one for Python and none for

Makobe (out of 91 combinations in each of these pairs; elec-

tronic supplementary material, appendix S9). No evidence

for evolutionary response was apparent in the one trait combi-

nation that showed evidence of disruptive selection in the

Python taxon pair (HW-POD) (electronic supplementary

material, tables S7–S9, figure S22). For Neochromis Bihiru, we
found evidence of disruptive selection in three out of 21 trait

combinations and in one of these combinations (BD-POD) evi-

dence for a divergent evolutionary response was apparent. No

evidence of disruptive selection was found for any of 28 trait

combinations in Neochromis Igombe. For Neochromis Makobe,

evidence of disruptive selection was evident in 10 out of 91

trait combinations, five of which also showed patterns consist-

ent with divergent evolutionary responses (HL-EyD/IOW/

SnW, depth-d15N and d13C-d15N; electronic supplementary

material, appendix S9, tables S8–S10, figure S22). In short,

the number of paired trait combinations showing evidence of

disruptive selection and evolutionary response appears higher

in Neochromis than in Pundamilia (electronic supplementary

material, table S3).

(d) Multivariate selection
In each of our form pairs growth rate showed significant

quadratic relationships with almost all the morphological

eigenvectors the canonical analyses (electronic supplemen-

tary material, tables S11, S12). The three eigenvectors with

the largest eigenvalues showed a mix of evidence for weak

disruptive and stabilizing selection in all cases. However,

some of the traits that loaded heavily on the major vector

under disruptive selection were the same in several form

pairs (e.g. LJL in Pundamilia) (l; electronic supplementary

material, figure S23, table S11, S12). By contrast, no signifi-

cant linear relationships were found between growth rate

and eigenvectors (electronic supplementary material, tables

S11, S12).

In both Pundamilia and Neochromis, evidence for disrup-

tive selection and evolutionary response to it were more

pronounced in taxon pairs that are more strongly genetically

differentiated, and more in Neochromis than in Pundamilia
(electronic supplementary material, appendices S10, S11,

tables S3, S11–S13, figures S23, S24). This is consistent with

the results of the selection analysis on individual traits

(electronic supplementary material, table S3).
4. Discussion
Related questions in speciation research are why sympatric

and sympatry-robust speciation is generally rare in animals,

and why it is clearly more common in some taxa than in

most others. Here, we studied sympatric replicate pairs of

early stage speciation in a lineage of Lake Victoria haplochro-

mine cichlid fish in which sympatry-robust speciation occurs

much more often than in most other animals. By comparing

replicate cases at different stages of species differentiation,

we hope to learn about constraints to sympatry-robust

speciation.

We found evidence for disruptive selection on morpho-

logical and ecological traits in most of our speciation

replicates. Disruptive selection seemed to be mostly acting

on traits that are differentiated between sympatric species,

with indications of divergent evolutionary responses to this

selection in several cases. Overall, disruptive ecological selec-

tion or apparent selection (see below) seemed to be more

prevalent in pairs that are more strongly reproductively iso-

lated (stronger genetic differentiation), and evolutionary

response to such selection was only seen in genetically signifi-

cantly differentiated incipient or sibling species. Evidence for

disruptive selection and evidence consistent with a divergent

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. Fitness surfaces for the (a) Pundamilia and (b) Neochromis form pairs. Only surfaces shown that imply disruptive selection on univariate morphological or
ecological traits that differ between the two species and that have a significantly better fit of the quadratic, 3rd or 4th order model compared to the linear model
(dAICc of greater than 2.5) using complete sample sizes, all other data are shown in figures S14 – S20 of the electronic supplementary material. Density of indi-
viduals at each trait value is indicated with thin black lines. For Pundamilia: red dots, P. nyererei and P. sp. nyererei-like; blue dots, P. pundamilia and P. sp.
pundamilia-like. For Neochromis: black dots, N. ‘unicuspid scraper’; blue dots, N. omnicaeruleus/N. greenwoodi; green dots, intermediate phenotypes. Large dots
indicate average trait values and growth rate averages per species, error bars indicate trait standard deviations.
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evolutionary response to it were both more prevalent in

pairs within the genus Neochromis, which lack conspicuous

differences in male nuptial coloration, than in pairs within
the genus Pundamilia, which are strongly differentiated in

male breeding coloration and species-specific female mating

preferences for these [59].

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Because we did not have the statistical power to demon-

strate that our univariate selection gradients result from

direct selection on each individual trait as opposed to at least

some resulting from effects of multivariate correlational selec-

tion, we caution readers that some of our selection gradients

may in fact represent apparent selection. Our species pair

replicates are all very closely related to each other (none of

these have diverged for more than a few thousand generations

and occasional gene flow between all of them is possible

and likely [20]) and are expected to share very similar trait

variance–covariance matrices. We therefore think that our

comparisons between replicate species pairs of the number of

traits showing signatures of disruptive selection are speaking

to overall variation in the prevalence of selection, both if differ-

ences reflect variation in the number of traits under selection

independently, or variation in the number of traits drawn

into effects of correlational selection.

With this in mind, our results are consistent with the

hypothesis that variation in the extent of realized disruptive

ecological selection helps explain variation in whether sym-

patry-robust speciation occurs or not. Our data further

indicate that the presence of divergent sexual selection and

behavioural assortative mating between forms facilitates spe-

ciation, whereas in its absence, stronger disruptive ecological

selection may be required to achieve similar levels of repro-

ductive isolation. In the following, we will discuss both of

these tentative conclusions.

(a) Why does sympatry-robust speciation not happen in
some taxon pairs despite phenotypic variation?

Independent of the amount of phenotypic variation (p ¼ 0.41;

electronic supplementary material, figure S21) across the

replicate form pairs, evidence for disruptive natural selec-

tion seemed much more prevalent in some pairs than in

others. The number of traits with evidence of disruptive

selection tended to increase with increasing genetic differen-

tiation (r ¼ 0.94, p ¼ 0.06 for Pundamilia; r ¼ 0.92, p ¼ 0.25 for

Neochromis). Evidence for disruptive selection was least
prevalent in the genetically panmictic populations. Evidence

for evolutionary response to the detected selection patterns fol-

lowed a similar trend: stronger responses in genetically more

strongly differentiated pairs. We therefore suggest that the

prevalence of disruptive ecological selection (lack of disruptive

selection scenario), as well as the prevalence of an evolutionary

response to selection (failed adaptation scenario) both help to

predict the stage of speciation in these sympatric pairs.

Although we see no evidence for balanced phenotypic poly-

morphisms in these specific cases, we cannot fully exclude the

possibility of the ‘adaptation without speciation scenario’

more broadly speaking. For instance, ecological dimorphism

between the sexes might allow for adaptation without repro-

ductive isolation. Morphological dimorphism between sexes

is known in several of our taxon pairs [42]. Measuring how

selection acts differently between the sexes would be very inter-

esting. However, for the evolution of ecological dimorphism

between the sexes to explain the lack of speciation, dimorphism

would have to be stronger at the islands where sympatry-robust

speciation has not happened. There is no evidence for this (if

anything, trends may point the opposite direction). Adaptation

without reproductive isolation can also be achieved through

adaptive phenotypic plasticity. Although adaptive plasticity is

a known phenomenon in cichlids [60], most traits that showed

evidence of disruptive selection in our data have a large herita-

ble component, such as HL, LJL (electronic supplementary

material, appendix S12) in Pundamilia [61] and tooth shape in

Neochromis [22], suggesting that at least for these traits, plasticity

is unlikely to explain our data. In addition, Meier et al. [62]

found that, out of 34 candidate genes of parallel divergent selec-

tion within the Pundamilia pairs of Makobe and Python, five are

involved in limb, bone and cartilage development and thus may

be involved in the morphological differences between

Pundamilia species. Moreover, if adaptive plasticity was to

explain the absence of speciation in some of our form pairs,

we would expect these populations to be phenotypically simi-

larly differentiated in the wild despite lack of genetic

differentiation, but this is clearly not the case (figure 1; electronic

supplementary material, table S2).
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(b) Implications for the mechanism of speciation

If disruptive selection initiates a speciation process, its strength

is expected to be strongest when species are in the earliest

stages of divergence, or actually after a population, relying

on a broad resource distribution, reached carrying capacity,

but before it starts to diverge [63]. Once evolutionary response

to disruptive selection starts to occur, the fitness surface is

expected to flatten because of the increase in phenotypic var-

iance and the associated dissipation of disruptive selection

[9,63]. Contrary to these predictions, we see in the Pundamilia
species pairs at early stages of speciation only very weak signa-

tures of disruptive ecological selection on morphology

(Luanso, Kissenda and Python islands), but we see stronger

disruptive selection in the much more advanced stage of spe-

ciation represented by the pair at Makobe Island [20,22,23]

(figure 3). In addition, Meier et al. [62] recently found that sev-

eral genomic signatures of selection also seem to be more

prevalent in highly divergent regions of the genome in the Pun-
damilia of Makobe compared to the Pundamilia of Python. The

discrepancy between observed and expected patterns could be

due to differences between the way resource competition and

selection are modelled in classical models of speciation by dis-

ruptive selection and the actual form of selection in nature. In

classical models, disruptive selection emerges dynamically

from competition for an originally unimodally distributed

resource. The population depletes the most common resource

which results in disruptive and negative frequency-dependent

selection around the emergent dip in the resource distribution.

In the studied cichlid populations, disruptive selection is likely

exerted by trade-offs between functional requirements for feed-

ing on qualitatively different types of food or for feeding in

different microhabitats. Disruptive selection is likely to be

imposed externally, depending on whether a population

expands into the alternative niches or not, and therefore is

not necessarily expected to relax as speciation proceeds. It is

tempting to speculate that disruptive natural selection on mor-

phology contributes to divergence between the Pundamilia
species pairs mainly after speciation has reached a state

where the sibling species have already evolved strong behav-

ioural assortative mating and have little gene flow [20],

allowing the evolution of ecological character displacement.

The more prevalent evidence for disruptive natural selection

on morphology and ecology (figures 2b, 3), as well as for diver-

gent evolutionary response to this selection in our Neochromis
species pairs from Makobe and Igombe Islands, on the other

hand, is consistent with speciation initiated by disruptive

ecological selection. Comparing Neochromis and Pundamilia repli-

cate form pairs with similar prevalence of disruptive selection, it

appears that neutral genetic differentiation is weaker in Neochro-
mis. This is consistent with the hypothesis that speciation

or maintenance of species differentiation in sympatry is

constrained by lack of behavioural assortative mating and facili-

tated when natural and sexual selection are both disruptive. Not

only do the Pundamilia sister species differ dramatically in male

nuptial coloration while the Neochromis pairs do not, experiments

in the laboratory with Pundamilia revealed strong behavioural

assortative mating [59], whereas equivalent experiments with

the Makobe pair of Neochromis revealed a complete lack of behav-

ioural assortative mating (O. Selz & O. Seehausen 2016,

unpublished data). Both observations indicate that assortative

mating might not be sufficient to maintain the genetic differen-

tiation observed in this species pair and that disruptive
ecological selection might be indispensable for maintaining the

species differentiation in sympatry. Consistent with this, our

data show that ecological differentiation as measured by stable

isotopes is also more distinct in the Neochromis Makobe incipient

species than in the Pundamilia species pairs.

(c) Conclusion
Studying seven pairs of sympatric morphs, incipient and sib-

ling species of Lake Victoria cichlid fish, we found evidence

that morphological differences between species may have

evolved under disruptive ecological selection. Present-day

disruptive ecological selection appears to be operating on

morphological traits and we see evidence for evolutionary

responses to it, particularly in traits that have diverged between

the species. Comparing four cases in the invertebrate feeder

genus Pundamilia and three in the algae feeder genus Neochro-
mis, we show that in both genera, the strongest reproductive

isolation is seen in species pairs that exhibit the highest preva-

lence of disruptive selection and evolutionary response to it.

Whereas some evidence for disruptive ecological selection

was seen in all pairs, even those that had not begun to speciate,

divergent evolutionary response to it was exclusively observed

in pairs that have evolved at least some reproductive isolation,

as measured with genomic markers. Variation in the preva-

lence of disruptive selection as well as constraints affecting

evolutionary response to such selection are thus likely both

contributing to variation in the occurrence of speciation in

this system.

Neochromis is a genus in which few sympatric sister species

are known and these differ little in male nuptial coloration. In

this genus, reproductive isolation between sympatric forms

became evident only when disruptive natural selection was

much more prevalent than in Pundamilia, where sister species

are more common and exhibit conspicuously different male

coloration and female mating preferences based on these.

This is consistent with the expectation that sympatry-robust

speciation is facilitated when both natural and sexual selection

are divergent. We propose that different mechanisms dominate

the speciation process in the two genera, whereby selection on

feeding related traits in Pundamilia becomes important and

effective only after assortative mating has already evolved, con-

sistent with earlier work on sexual selection and selection on

the visual system [23,42,44]. In Neochromis, selection on feeding

related traits as well as evolutionary response to it are more

prevalent already at the incipient stage of speciation but

genomic differentiation remains modest.
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